
Standard Issue Armory LLC

Executive Summary: Standard Issue Armory was born from the passion and dedication of a group of 
military veterans who saw the need for a reliable, knowledgeable, and customer-centric firearms provider. 
Founded in Southern Indiana, our mission has been to empower firearms enthusiasts and provide them 
with the highest quality products and services.

Business Owner: JC Cheshire
Phone: (812) 525-7116
Address: 13260 Buffalo Trace RD NE, 
Palmyra, IN 47164, United States

Website: https://www.standardissuearmory.com
Email : jc.cheshire@standardissuearmory.com

UEI Number: CU9QGL77MJN3         Cage Code: 9NBX0
NAICS Code: 
P - 332994: Small Arms, Ordnance, and Ordnance Accessories Manufacturing
314910: Textile Bag and Canvas Mills
314999: All Other Miscellaneous Textile Product Mills
315990: Apparel Accessories and Other Apparel Manufacturing
423990: Other Miscellaneous Durable Goods Merchant Wholesalers
812990: All Other Personal Services

Certifications: SDVOSB

Core Competencies: Our core competencies include top-tier tactical solutions, making us a premier 
weapons manufacturer committed to delivering top-quality products for both public and government use. 
At SIA, we specialize in providing an extensive range of Tactical Equipment, Duty Gear, and Ammunition 
designed to bolster emergency preparedness and enhance security in diverse environments.
Our product portfolio encompasses state-of-the-art ballistic solutions meticulously engineered to fortify 
security in high-threat environments. Whether you are a Law Enforcement Agency, a Military Entity, or an 
individual seeking unparalleled protection, our multi-caliber Firearms, Machine Guns are meticulously 
crafted to meet your specific needs.
SIA is the dealer of every major brand of Firearms and Accessories, Optics, Weapon parts, Magazines, and 
other components. We are an authorized Reseller of every category related to sporting goods along with
every brand the Government currently uses.

Differentiators: Our attention to detail, unique design, and quality control 
make our manufactured products superior to our competitors. Our direct 
access/relationships we have with other popular manufacturers allows us 
to provide products that agencies and the warfighter needs; much faster 
and at a better price then any other company.

Past Performance: 
• Military police officer.
• Interpreted military law, served as a point of contact for traffic accidents, took charge 

of incident scenes and conducted the investigations, prepared and reviewed police reports for accuracy, 
compliance with policy, and completeness.

• Enforced regulations of Uniform Code of Military Justice and acted as general first responder to 
emergency situations involving accidents, crimes, and misconduct including 
misdemeanors and felonies; preparing and reviewing police reports for accuracy.
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